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1: Sparkbrook - Wikitravel
We've supported the approach of building from the centre of the city outwards, because the centre of the Auckland
Isthmus has the highest potential of people wanting to cycle, and this concentrated effect is needed to overcome the
status quo in a way that a more incremental, spread-out process will not.

Travel Information Travelling to the Riverside Museum to watch the start of the cycle time trial? The best and
most convenient way will be by train , bus , bike or on foot. Road closures will be in place for the event on
Wednesday 8th disrupting travel. The high level of interest in the Championships means that public transport
may be busier than usual - please allow extra time for your journey and plan ahead using the information
below. Please use the Traveline journey planner to help plan your journey to and from the venue, Festival and
other locations. If walking, please use Walkit to plan your route to the Riverside Museum. Cycle parking is
available at the Riverside Museum. There will be no spectator car parking available at Riverside Museum. Are
you on social media? For the latest Championships information including travel updates please follow Get
Ready Glasgow on Twitter , Glasgow on Twitter , Facebook and Instagram , and follow GTravel across all
channels. The best and most convenient way will be public transport , bike or on foot. If walking, please use
Walkit to plan your route. Travelling to the City Centre to watch the Road Race? Security Screening,
Restricted and Prohibited Items It is important to us that you encounter a positive and safe experience when
attending any Glasgow venue. Certain items will be prohibited entirely from our venue or restricted in their
use as detailed below. Prohibited Items Prohibited items are not allowed to be taken into the venue and access
will not be permitted to any person in possession of a prohibited item. Prohibited items must be disposed of
prior to the security screening area of the venue. Glasgow will not provide any storage facilitates for any
prohibited items. Prohibited items include but are not limited to: Ammunition Chemicals â€” Hazardous
substances including suspicious powders, pastes, chemicals, irritants, toxic substances and gas canisters. CS
Spray including personal protection sprays such as CS, pepper or other irritant spray. Controlled drugs and
substances which have the appearance of being a controlled drug. Explosive devices and explosive materials
including firearms or any device suspected to be a firearm including component parts. Fireworks, flares,
pyrotechnics, smoke canisters, signalling devices which emit smoke, dye or flames and confetti cannons. Hoax
items and replicas â€” items which have the appearance of an illegal or prohibited item eg. Replica firearms or
hoax improvised explosive device ether capable of causing actual harm or not. Incendiary devices Offensive
weapons or implements ie. Liquids, aerosols and gels Alcoholic beverages Animals and birds other than guide
and service dogs. Bulk food - Excessive amounts of foodstuffs not capable of fitting within the one soft sided
25 litre capacity bag allowed per person. Glass and metal containers Knifes - Any item with a blade including
folding pocket knives or multi-tool containing a blade and other items such as scissors, metal cutlery and
corkscrews. Laser pointers, strobe lights and similar light emitting devices Any item that is too large to be
electronically screened at the point of entry. Protest items and materials - Any item that may give cause for
concern that the person may wish to demonstrate with in the venue, such as ropes, handcuffs, tents, protest
related placards, banners and spray-paint, or is intended to be used to commit an act of violence or sabotage
towards person s or property or delay the event schedule. Restricted Items Restricted items may be taken into
the venue however should never be used in any way which negatively impacts on the safety, security, comfort
or enjoyment of others. Restricted items include but are not limited to: Drones - Under the Civil Aviation
Authority legislation it is an offence to fly a drone over crowded places. Balls, rackets, frisbees or similar
objects or projectiles whether inflatable or not. Commercial photography - All photographic and broadcast
equipment over 30cm in length for non-accredited persons, including tripods and monopods. Chairs, high
chairs baby or otherwise , folding chairs, prams and strollers. Prams and strollers are also restricted within the
seating bowl. Non-Competing Country Flags or Flags affiliated to other organisations or causes. Noisemakers
such as hunting horns, air horns, klaxons, drums, vuvuzela, and whistles or similar items Radio transmitters Hand held communication devices that transmit radio signals e. Does not include mobile phones, smart
phones, tablet device or personal PC. Explore Glasgow Browse through fascinating museums and art galleries,
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like the world-renowned Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum and the iconic Riverside Museum. Stroll
through beautiful green parks or tantalise the taste buds in a dazzling array of restaurants. Find out more
Official Merchandise Browse the official range of merchandise for the Glasgow European Championships
including our Bonnie the seal cuddly toy.
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2: UN gender equality news feed
I'm a (not yet passing) trans woman who walks through Manchester City Centre al the time. It is perfectly safe. I think
I've had someone obviously laugh at me twice in the last year, but nothing more serious.

Staff was nice and polite. Staff extremmelly helpful and nice! Everything is very closeby foot: Majoros,
Romania The personnel is very helpful, speaks fluent english. The rooms are clean, quite large, with good
facilities. Stefan, Romania The receptionist was really helpful. Came in the middle of the night in short notice
and they were very pleasant and helpful. Lior, Israel The staff was really really nice and gave us great
indications. The location was very good. Dcribeiro, Portugal Eventough the entrance to the hotel is a bit
creepy, the location is perfect! Right in the middle of the city. Elifcan, Turkey The hotel has an excellent
location, right on square Trg Republike in the center of Belgrade. It is located on the 4th and 5th floor of the
building heading towards the square Trg Republike. The location is in the city center, accessible by short
walk. The rooms were spacious and comfortable. In the room there were double bed, working desk, safe, mini
bar. The room was air conditioned and equipped for different weather conditions. The bathroom was spacious
with a shower cabin. It was equipped with towels, toilet paper and other toiletries. There was hair dryer in it.
The room was cleaned every day and the towels and toiletries were managed every second day. Sanja,
Macedonia Location location location!
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3: Safe Routes Info
International Development Research Centre Government of Canada Panel discussion on data, women, and girls.
Towards Safe and Inclusive Cities.

Children deserve safe places to walk and bike â€”starting with the trip to school. By starting with children and
the trip to school, communities become safe places for everyone to walk and bike. We provide ways for
communities to get started and offer the best information available to make the future they envision a reality.
We recognize the value of having a chance to try something newâ€”like walking to school! Our work uses
research-based evidence to highlight what works and why, and we translate this research into education,
professional development tools and training to provide communities the technical support they need to make
community-enhancing decisions. These events are used to encourage families to celebrate the benefits of
walking and biking and to increase local leader commitment and visibility for traffic safety and community
quality of life. Each year these events break records for participation. Most event coordinators report that their
events led to changes to policies or the physical environmentâ€”the kinds of changes needed to support safe
walking and biking every day, not just for special events. Visit the Walk and Bike to School website to learn
more, register an event, or see schools that are already participating. We launched the Vision Zero for Youth
initiative, which builds on how cities and communities across the USA are taking a bold lead in setting
ambitious goals to eliminate traffic fatalities and serious injuries and calling it Vision Zero. A growing group
of these cities focus on improving safe walking and bicycling in school zones and other places where youth
are present. Starting with youth also can be the spark that creates community support for a broader Vision
Zero program. The Vision Zero for Youth initiative encourages communities and their elected officials to
focus safety improvements and efforts to slow traffic speeds where children and youth travel. Find out more
about Vision Zero for Youth and see a menu of actions for addressing the issues that a community may be
facing. Safe Routes to School Safe Routes to School programs aim to make it safer for students to walk and
bike to school and encourage more walking and biking where safety is not a barrier. Traditionally underserved
communities deserve particular attention, in part because they tend to have more pedestrian and bicyclist
injuries. Data collection is critical to the planning, implementation and evaluation of programs. From to , the
National Center developed resources, provided technical assistance, and conducted marketing and program
evaluation for the Federal Safe Routes to School program. Research and Evaluation In , the National Center
developed a centralized data collection and reporting system to understand and evaluate the uptake of the
Federal SRTS Program and look for changes in walking and bicycling participation. From â€” , the National
Center provided data processing services to all schools that collected school travel data using its instruments.
This provided the opportunity to create a nationally standardized means of benchmarking and evaluating
SRTS practice and resulted in trend reports and analysis of program reach. Tools and Training As part of
support for the Federal SRTS Program, the National Center developed a menu of online and in-person training
and technical assistance options with the purposes of building consensus, identifying issues and solutions,
supporting equity and prioritizing needs. The National Center trained more than instructors who taught the
SRTS National Course across the country with the goal of bringing stakeholders together and providing
quality information and tools to use to make decisions about the future of their communities. A peer exchange
program enabled state leaders to connect with others with similar issues or solutions. A tool developed with
the Institute of Transportation Engineers enabled communities to prioritize locations for safety infrastructure
improvements. Today the National Center is focusing on the development of training and tools to increase
local capacity. Our goal is to share with local elected officials how communities are realizing the health and
safety benefits of making walking and bicycling safe, appealing options and to hear how communities are
making it happen. Use of the data system is free and available to any school. The system will generate
summary reports to make it easy to share findings with community stakeholders and others interested in
understanding walking and biking rates for students. The National Center is applying what we have learned
during our ten years of serving as the clearinghouse as we broaden our initiatives. This experience informs the
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thinking behind our framework for advancing the larger goals of Vision Zero.
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4: Central Florida Hurricane Center - Since
- such as clean and safe public toilets for women, well-lit streets, proper pavements -that becomes acute in the areas
inhabited by the poor, is an Shilpa Phadke, 'Dangerous Liaisons.

Email In many ways, the community of Zabeel in the eastern part of Dubai, can be considered the heart of the
city, as it is adjacent to vital road links that connect it to crucial business, commercial and residential hubs
such as DIFC, Dubai World Trade Centre, Dubai Mall and Sheikh Zayed Road. Once complete, it will feature
luxury hospitality and residential elements, along with grade A office space and a high-end retail podium.
Mace is overseeing the entire operation as project manager. Construction on the project started in late , with
work progressing rapidly once ALEC was appointed to the project, starting with a 28m excavation completed
in September that year. At the time of visiting the site in July , the tower cores were both at Level Two, while
basement levels B7, B6, B5 and B4 had been constructed. The massive cantilever â€” known as The Linx â€”
will be suspended m above the ground. The entire structure will rise up from a three-level podium and seven
basement levels. The view from the project is great as well. With the bridge cutting through the land area, the
design team were forced to get creative to come up with a design that would incorporate it. What can we
create that would complement the other iconic buildings in Dubai? The two towers, The Linx and the bridge in
between â€” this is how we started. Then we engaged a number of international architects, we created a
competition and then we reviewed the different ideas they had. As such, it was decided very early on in the
design process to put the residential tower on the far side of the bridge, closer to Zabeel Park. This was a
conscious decision, keeping in mind the safety of the younger residents of the tower, he explains, as there will
be a pedestrian bridge connecting the residential tower to the park, creating a safe avenue for residents and
their children to cross over. We created the bridge that will link from the residential tower area, so that
residents can get to the park and enjoy that area. The offices will be housed in the section of the tower below
The Linx, while the hospitality section will run to the upper floors of the tower, though the highest levels will
be reserved for the new headquarters, Galadari says. Like the residences, the office tower will also have a
bridge providing easy access to the Dubai World Trade Centre. They are one of the best contracting
companies in Dubai. You can feel the quality of work even as you drive up to the site offices, with the area
being so clean. If this is the site office, just imagine what the project is going to be like. These include
just-in-time, off-site prefabrication, consolidation centres, staging zones and pre-cut materials, which all
helped to reduce the known hoist cycle time. Given the scale of the project, coordinating operations on-site
was also a challenge, with ALEC having to coordinate each trade, starting with a Logistic Welcome Pack
issued at the kick-off meeting. With this pack setting out the site protocols, the contractor was able embed
processes early, allowing its project team to carry out daily coordination programmes with each trade
contractor. We believe strongly in partnership, and that any project you start is an adventure, and that a strong
partnership between all parties is crucial. If the contractor has any issues, he brings it to us and we discuss it
with the project managers and the architects and designers, including our own ones. This is because there is
only one site perimeter road. We are in the trenches with them and we work with them. We attend a lot of
those meetings with the RTA and the municipality to understand [what the issues are]. It is a very challenging
development, and nobody has done an excavation like this â€” seven levels below and adjacent to a live
bridge. At present, the current workforce is 3,, but at peak that number will grow to 10, Manging these
numbers will be quite the task for the contractor, but it says there are plans in place to ensure the smooth flow
of personnel on and off the project. The movement of men will be carried out by 10 construction hoists and
three jump lifts capable of moving 5, men in two hours, the contractor explains to Big Project ME. This
streamlined approach to delivery and installation of materials will help speed up operations on-site. We make
sure that the safety of people on-site is the number one focus for us â€” they are the ones that should be at the
top of the agenda for any company. This aids production by removing the risk of falls and falling materials. In
addition, 10 tower cranes are being used currently on the project, including a Favco MD with an operational
capacity of t, four t mobile cranes and one 50t mobile crane. Additionally, eight concrete pumps were used to
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cast the 16,m3 of concrete for the foundation of Tower A, which was completed in 72 hours, the contractor
says. ALEC is one of the best contracting companies, and we have discussed this with them. We have a LEED
consultant working with us, looking at all the small items in development, helping us make sure we achieve
that certification. It is part of the hospitality offering, special venues will be there, signature restaurants will be
there.
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5: How safe is it going from Cairo Airport to the City???? - Cairo Forum - TripAdvisor
The RAP supports a shift towards a new urban paradigm that recognizes the city as a macro-level public good, where
the economic, social, cultural and environmental rights of all are guaranteed.

Are my children treated fairly by peers, teachers and school administrators? Do I sometimes feel that I am
exploited by people in authority because it is assumed that I do not know Canadian Law or my rights as a
citizen? Do I witness or am I subjected to rude and offensive remarks and behaviors, aggressive or
intimidating body language, or being ignored? Maps of problem areas, design solutions, questionnaire results
are presented in an attractive and easy-to-understand manner. Adaptation of the Safety Audit The safety audit
tool has been changed over time to suit the needs of different groups of women and different contexts. In some
cases, the language has been made simpler. In other cases, examples and procedures have been tailored to be
more compatible with realities in rural areas. In other cases still, completely new audit guides have been made
for specific spaces â€” such as university campuses. Some groups, such as Jagori in India, have used
map-making skills to map the characteristics of unsafe spaces Jagori, These recommendations include, for
example: A heavy focus on physical environmental changes, such as improved street lighting and visibility
Toronto in A focus on socio-economic considerations, such as the creation of safer living spaces for women,
an increased focus on health, and job creation in Dar el Salaam, Tanzania Mtani, For increased public transit
in Paris, France Lieber, Remember that women and girls are the best sources of information on when and
where they feel safe. It is very important to obtain information from women and girls about what factors make
them feel insecure. This information may differ based on different experiences, so it is important to consult a
variety of different women. To overcome this challenge, allow women and girls to take the lead and
communicate in whatever ways make them feel most comfortable. Using a variety of communication tactics
can be useful. Different tactics can include holding interviews or focus groups, conducting surveys, making art
about insecure experiences, and so on. Focus Group Discussions, Rosario, Argentina Focus group discussions
were held over the course of two months to better understand the distinct forms of violence that women
experience in cities. The aim of these discussions was to assess different perspectives on violence in general,
and specifically on violence experienced by women. Discussions focused on the following themes related to
violence against women in the city: Different methodologies were used to introduce the themes in each focus
group. Specifically, themes were introduced to participants through written statements, questionnaires,
pictures photos of the city, drawings illustrating violent situations, etc. Focus group participants reflected on
their personal day-to-day experiences in their own neighbourhoods and in the city to identify dangerous
places. Participants also explained why they perceived these places as beingdangerous. For more information
on holding safe and accessible meetings for women and girls, see the Mobilizing Communities to create Safe
Cities and Communities for Women and Girls section in Main Strategies for Safe Cities and Communities.
The group of women think about, write down, and discuss how their daily routines are constrained by
insecurity, using concrete examples. Available in English and French. Focus Group Guide Handling the
day-to-day problems of informal workers n. The tool provides information on the kinds of problems informal
workers face, including problems relating to gender and safety. Then recommendations are provided on how
to work with informal workers in a five-step process: Hear the Story 2. Analyse the Situation 3. Proble More
Deeply 4. Find Out More 5. Decide What to Do. Real-life examples are provided for illustration. It includes
background information, indicators, and methodologies for diagnosing safety issues for women and girls.
Available in English , Portuguese and Spanish. What Works and Where? Survey results provide further
evaluation information on the successes and challenges of different aspects and adaptations of the tool. The
report is available in English. A Focus on Essential Services Available in French and English. Crossing
Barriers, Breaking Divides: Madanpur Khadar, Delhi This publication, created by Jagori, documents the
process of conducting safety audits with youths both boys and girls in a resettlement colony. The process and
results of this project are described with a focus on mapping and training; critical sensitization of key
stakeholders, and youth capacity-building. Results are disaggregated by gender. This publication also provides
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a guide for conducting a safety audit with youths in a resettlement area. Training material for neighbours to
conduct participatory baseline assessments of their neighbourhoods so as to improve their habitability and
social ties Rodigou, M. Women and Community Safety: Cowichan Women Against Violence Society.
Available for purchase in English. Cowichan Valley Safer Futures Program.
6: IDRC - International Development Research Centre |
It is important to us that you encounter a positive and safe experience when attending any Glasgow venue. To ensure
this is achieved you will be subject to a full bag search, person search and/or wanding before entering the venue.

7: Look Up Amsterdam
Huawei's Intelligent Operation Centre uses big data, machine learning, and AI to provide a dashboard to collect, monitor,
and analyse information to be used in city planning and management.

8: How safe is Manchester city centre for an (obvious) transwoman to visit? : transgenderUK
City centre cafe Damascena terrorised by armed robbery and repeated threats. Damascena in Temple Row says staff
no longer feel safe and claim police advised it to hire a security guard.

9: Events homepage | Centre for Economic Policy Research
To encourage safe and appropriate disposal of pharmaceutical by community as well as bring the issue to the concern
of the government, understanding the level of knowledge and attitude of community toward disposal of unused
pharmaceuticals would be important step.
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